
DEVELOP BUSINESS PLAN FORECAST

You do this in a distinct section of your business plan for financial forecasts and . sample business plans, plus articles,
tips, and tools for developing your plan.

You will need to find out how sales are calculated for your industry. Some people project sales in certain kinds
of retail businesses by investigating the average sales per square foot in similar businesses. Review results
every month, and revise your forecast. The method for each row depends on the business model Among the
main methods are: Unit sales: My personal favorite. In the illustration you can see how the spreadsheet works.
You are. He then creates assumptions for each of the variables in the formulas. You also need a projected
balance sheet. Multiply the units projected for any time period by the unit direct costs, and that gives you total
direct costs. This is excellent for real business planning. But how do you know what numbers to put into your
sales forecast? In service businesses, the costs of sales can be less obvious, but it can still be figured out. Do
you have new opportunities that will make sales grow? The business owner builds formulas that depict the
steps involved in making a sale. If you're new, get a feel for the local marketplace by studying your target
industry and talking to comparable businesses. What you need is common sense, research of the factors, and
motivation to make an educated guess. All of the various calculations you need to assemble the financial
section of a business plan are a good reason to look for business planning software, so you can have this on
your computer and make sure you get this right. His goal is to reach the point he is confident his revenue
projections are reasonable and attainable. Statistical tools are a nice addition, but they're rarely as valuable in a
business plan as human common sense, particularly if it's guided by analysis. Nobody who plans a new
product knows the future--you simply make educated guesses. Your business offering milestones affect your
sales. The sections about your marketing plan and strategy are interesting to read, but they don't mean a thing
if you can't justify your business with good figures on the bottom line. Nobody expects you to be correct or
right about the future, but you do have to be reasonable, logical, and credible. Experience in the field is a huge
advantage In the example above, Garrett the bike store owner has ample experience with past sales. A
challenge faced by a small business owner is making sure he has sufficient staff to support the business
activity he forecasts in the revenues section of the plan. And of course, you can change projected pricing over
time. In any retail store, for example, the cost of goods sold is what the store pays for the products it sells. A
fourth section of your projected prices will set the average costs per unit. Some of those are obvious and affect
you at only the beginning, like startup assets. That's money you owe because you haven't paid bills which is
called accounts payable and the debts you have because of outstanding loans.


